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NOPALES TOKEN 
EI meets AI. Since 2022. 

NOPALES GOES CRYPTO 
E-Commerce 
Get your personal Nopales Plants 

Planet Savior 
Nopales Token can help to reach Climate Goals 

Digital Art - NFTs 
Get your personal Nopales NFTs  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THE NOPALES FAMILY 

Why the Nopales Family? Every single square meter leather, made out of  
Nopales Cactus, instead of  animal skin, helps significantly to Heal the World. 

Every Nopales NFT or Token (NOPE) can help to speed up the process. 

ABOUT: 

Phase I: 01/2020 
Our Humble Beginnings 
In January 2020 we started our Finca Garden project with roughly 100 Nopales 
Cactus mother plants. 

Phase II: 08/2022 
Nopales goes Crypto 
Since August 2022 the first NFT collection NFT "Nopales goes Art" was 
released. You can mint Nopales NFT now on Crypto.com (Link: https://
crypto.com/nft/collection/2342e4ad33afc7efee356e9103fe0a81). 

Phase III: Autumn 2022 
Transition to Full Service 
The sale of  Nopales Leafs (real plants to grow) started @  finca.garden. 

Phase IV: 2023 
Trade NOPALES Token 
Acceptance of  Investors and Business Partners.  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Investors Plan 
The NOPALES Token (NOPE) 

Total supply: 639,000,000,000 NOPE 
Token Issue Date: 2022-11-01 02:03:21 pm 
Name: NOPALES 
Symbol: NOPE 
Type: BSC 
Decimals: 18 
Contract address: 0x501261CC3571962E21BD5E445cE2e9B58e334EA1 
Link: https://bscscan.com/token/0x501261cc3571962e21bd5e445ce2e9b58e334ea1 
Verified Ownership: YES 

Blockchain:  BSCSCAN 
Link: https://bscscan.com/token/0x501261cc3571962e21bd5e445ce2e9b58e334ea1 

Whitepaper: YES 
Link WHITEPAPER: https://nopales.io/whitepaper.pdf  

Crypto Exchanges Listing for Token trading: 2023 

Owner Privileges: 
Owner can not mint new tokens  
Owner can not pause trading.  
Owner can not set max transaction limit lower than 0.1% of  circulating supply.  
Owner can not block accounts from trading. (Blacklist etc.)  
Owner can not claim the contract’s balance of  its own token.  
Owner can not set max wallet limit lower than 1% of  circulating supply.  
Anything that can be changed by the owner can not limit or stop trading for the investors. 
(Anti-bot without time limit, Transaction time lock without limit, sell limit based on holder 
balance, etc.) 

Tokenomic:  
Taxes never exceed a total of  17% for buy and sell added together  
No unlock tokens in first 30 days from listing 
Liquidity lockup time: 369 days  
Liquidity percent: 66% 
Private sale bonus: 10% from presale rate 
Listing rate equal to presale rate 
SAFU developer controls unlock tokens  
SAFU developer confirms if  the project had a private sale. If  there was a real private sale, 
SAFU developer will distribute tokens for private sale investors.  
No airdrop tokens in first 30 days from listing (No giveaways, contest tokens) 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Contract: 
SAFU Badge: Yes  
Contract audited by a trusted partner (BSC)  
Buybacks: automated  
Burns: automated  
Auto liquidity address: 0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000  
Contract should not malfunction in any circumstances  
No proxy contracts  
Common Problems That Cause Contracts to Crash:  
Failed transactions that are caused by mathematical errors  
Swap settings and parameters are always in a safe range  
BNB transfers from the contract are not revert in any circumstances  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VISION 

Help to save billions of  animals from an agonizing life and death, and incidentally help to 
reduce climate-damaging methane and N2O (nitrous oxide) levels. 

For shoes, handbags and clothing made of  leather, more than a billion animals are killed in 
agony every year. The environment, the workers and our health also suffer enormously from 
the toxic chemicals used in tanning so that the animal skins do not decay. 

INDUSTRIAL USE: 
Nopales cactus grows outstanding in the Mediterranean area and can be easily cultivated by 
European micro farmers in the front or main garden. The succulent needs almost no 
attention and care. Advantage for small farmers: Plagues spread less quickly. Monocultures 
largely prevented. Stable income possible for hundreds of  thousands or even millions of  
people. Mother plants are already available for little money. Up to 6 harvests per year are 
possible. 

Why Nopales? 
In its country of  origin, Mexico, the prickly pear is an important cultivated plant and is even 
depicted in the coat of  arms on the national flag. It has few thorns and grows up to 7 metres 
high and 50 years old in dry regions. 

The versatile and low-maintenance opuntia is not only used as a vegetable or natural 
medicine, but also in leather production as a sustainable animal skin alternative. Cactus 
leather is considered very soft, breathable and durable. It is used in just as many ways as real 
leather. Today, the Nopales cactus is also native to Australia, South Africa and the 
Mediterranean region. 

LOCATION: 
The robust succulent feels most at home in sunny places and sandy soils. 

TREATMENT: 
Although the Nopales cactus can survive longer dry periods without any problems, it grows 
best when watered sparingly. It does not require any special care. Therefore, the cultivation of  
prickly pear cactus is especially interesting for European hobby gardeners and small farmers, 
especially since the sale of  the harvest even creates a monthly income. 

PROFILE: 
The ears (called nopalitos) can be harvested all year round. The fibre-rich plant stimulates 
digestion. The Aztec civilisation already knew that the nopal cactus is rich in valuable 
substances such as pectin, proteins, amino acids, silicon, manganese, iron, calcium and 
vitamins. Therefore, it is not surprising that in Mexico alone, over 110 basic nopales recipes 
have been counted. 

The vitamin C-rich fig fruits are best picked in autumn and, in contrast to their leafy green 
companions, they are already an integral part of  European supermarkets. 
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GOOD TO KNOW: 
For shoes, handbags and clothing made of  leather, more than a billion animals are killed in 
agony every year. The environment, the workers and our health also suffer enormously from 
the toxic chemicals used in tanning so that the animal skins do not decay. The use of  Nopales 
Cactus instead of  animal skin can stop this cruelty and help the climate. 
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Summary: 

1. Nopales cactus grows outstanding in the Mediterranean area and can be 
easily cultivated by European micro farmers in the front or main garden. 

2. The succulent needs almost no attention and care. Advantage for small 
farmers: Plagues spread less quickly. Monocultures largely prevented. 

3. Stable income possible for hundreds of  thousands or even millions of  people. 

4. Mother plants are already available for little money. Several harvests per year 
are possible. 

5. Minting Nopales NFTs & Trading Nopales Token (NOPE) can help to speed 
up the process in establishing Nopales Cactus fields for leather production 
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CONTACT & SOCIAL MEDIAS: 

Founder: Doris & Wolfgang Siefen, Founder of  Tele Entertainment (Munich, Germany) 
Token Developer: Yin, Founder of  Pandasale & coinhunt.cc (China) 
Official Website: https://nopales.io 
Email: nft@nopales.io 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/nopalestweets 
Telegram: https://t.me/nopalesofficial 
Discord: https://discord.gg/jY7A4b5czR 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nopalesofficial/ 

Doris Siefen, Founder & Website 

Wolfgang Siefen, Co-Founder, PR & Social Media 

Yin, SAFU Development including control unlock tokens, distribution 
of  seeds, confirmations of  private sale tokens)
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